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Appendix A. Kwak̓wala alphabets and transliteration 
 
A.1 Alphabets 
 There are several alphabets that have been used to write Kwak̓wala. This can be 
an obstacle to learning the language, and to making use of the full range of available 
materials. We therefore offer this summary of spelling systems both as a key to the 
spelling used here, and as a reference tool for the reader (and for ourselves!). 
 We compare five systems that we refer to as the U’mista, Grubb, Liq̫̓ ala, IPA, and 
Boas alphabets. After summarizing these in table form, we offer some observations on 
their differences, and on our transliteration of Boas and Hunt’s materials. 
 These are the forty-two consonants and six vowels of Kwakw̓ala in five 
alphabets, arranged to put similar alphabets closer together, and in alphabetical order 
according to the U’mista letters:1 
 
(140) Five Kwakw̓ala alphabets 
 
 U’mista  a  a ̱   b d dł dz e  g gw  g̱ 
 Grubb  a  e   b d dl dz eh  g gw  g̱ 
 Liq̫̓ ala  a  ə   b d λ dᶻ e  g gʷ  ǧ 
 IPA   a  ə, a, ɪ, ʊ  b d dl dz ɛ, e  ɡʲ ɡʷ  ɢ 
 Boas  a, ā  ᴇ, ă, î, ŭ  b d ʟ ̣ dz ä, ê  g· gw, gᵘ g̣ 
                  
 g̱w  h i   k˙ kw  k ̓ kw̓   ḵ ḵw  ḵ ̓
 g̱w  h i   k˙ kw  k’ kw’   ḵ ḵw  ḵ’ 
 ǧʷ  h i   k˙ kʷ  k ̓ k̫̓    q qʷ  q ̓
 ɢʷ  h i, e   kʲ kʷ  k’ʲ k’ʷ   q qʷ  q’ 
 g̣w, g̣ᵘ h i, ī, e, ē, ë k· kw, kᵘ k·! k!w, k!ᵘ  q qw, qᵘ q! 
                  
 ḵw̓   l ’l ł m ’m n ’n o  p p̓ s t t ̓ tł 
 ḵw’   l ’l ̓ lh m ’m̓ n ’n̓ o  p p’ s t t’ tl 
 q̫̓    l ’l ̓ ł m ’m̓ n ’n̓ o  p p̓ s t t ̓ ƛ 
 q’ʷ   l ’l’ ɬ m ’m’ n ’n’ ɔ, o  p p’ s t t’ tł 
 q!w, q!ᵘ  l ᵋl ł m ᵋm n ᵋn â, ô  p p! s t t! ʟ 
                  
 tł̓ ts ts̓ u   w ’w x xw  x ̱ xw̱  y ’y ’ 
 tl’ ts ts’ u   w ’w̓ x xw  x ̱ xw̱  y ’y ̓ 7 
 ƛ̓ c c ̓ u   w ’w̓ x xʷ  x ̌ x̫̌   y ’y ̓ ʔ 
 t’ɬ ts t’s u, o   w ’w’ xʲ xʷ  χ χʷ  j ’j’ ʔ 
 ʟ! ts ts! u, ū, o, ō w ᵋw x· xẉ, x̣u  x xw, xᵘ y ᵋy ᵋ 

                                                 
1 In U’mista materials, ts is alphabetized before tł, and the sounds ’l, ’m, ’n, ’w, ’y (l,̓ m̓, n̓, w̓, y̓) are not 
treated as separate letters, making the total number of consonants there thirty-seven. See appendix A.2. 
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For explanation regarding how to pronounce the sounds of Kwakw̓ala, see U’mista 
(1981a), The Sounds of Kwakw̓ala. 
 These spelling systems differ in both obvious and subtle ways, most of which do 
not concern this report. However, we will offer here some further background on each 
alphabet, as well as some clarification of our own spelling. 
 The Boas alphabet was the first accurate Kwakw̓ala alphabet, and is used in the 
linguistic and ethnographic materials produced by George Hunt and Franz Boas. While 
a knowledge of the Boas alphabet is necessary for one to take advantage of these 
important, early sources, it is more complicated than necessary for most purposes, and 
is the most unlike any other in use today. 
 The U’mista alphabet is a practical alphabet made to be writable on a normal 
typewriter. It is based on the practical alphabet for Northwest languages devised by 
Randy Bouchard (1970-1977), and adapted for Kwakw̓ala by David Grubb (1972a, 
1972b, 1977) and U’mista (1981). It has been adopted by the U’mista and Nun’wa’kola 
Cultural Societies, of Alert Bay and Kingcome Inlet, respectively. We use the U’mista 
system here because we feel it is the most accessible to the most people.2 
 Very close to the U’mista alphabet is the one used in Grubb’s (1977) Kwakw̓ala 
dictionary. This is another practical alphabet, and differs from the U’mista one only in 
a few symbols, and in its placement of apostrophes on hard sounds. 
 The alphabet adopted for Liq̫̓ ala by BC School District 72 is based on symbols 
in wide use among linguists in North America, representing what is sometimes called 
an Americanist transcription, and dating back to certain recommendations of Herzog et 
al. (1934). Since Americanist transcriptions are based on recommendations, as opposed 
to a standard, there are many different versions. For example, where the Liq̫̓ ala 
alphabet uses dᶻ, other Americanist transcriptions may use dz or z, or may write the 
back sounds ǧ, ǧʷ, x̌, x̌ʷ not with wedges, but with underdots, as g̣, g̣ʷ, x̣, x̣ʷ. 
 We also provide, for comparison, the sounds of Kwakw̓ala in the International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Unlike Americanist transcriptions, the IPA is an international 
standard, and is maintained and promoted by the International Phonetic Association. 
See the IPA’s 1999 Handbook, or their website at www.arts.gla.ac.uk/IPA. 
 

                                                 
2 On the other hand, we have retained the spellings of Liǧʷiłdaʔx̌ʷ and Liq̫̓ ala that are preferred in School 
District 72, as well as some established two-letter spellings of the hard humming sounds, in particular 
Kwakwaḵa’wakw, Nun’wa’kola, and U’mista. See appendix A.2. 


